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PREFACE 
Advertising to some extent is a science, since there has 
evolved over the years, a generally agreed upon body of princi-
ples i.e. there are certain principles that one should know, 
if he has to engage in advertising; if this v;ere not the case 
there would be little justification for textbooks on adver-
tising, 
Basic purpose of advertising is to inform the world, vmere 
the world may be furnished v/ith almost everything that is nece-
ssary for life. If a man has pains in his head, cholic in his 
bowels, or spots on his clothes, he can look into advertisements 
for cures and remeciies. If a man has to recover or a car that 
is stolen or strayed; if he v/ants nev/ sermons, electuaries, or 
anything else for his body or mind, advertisements are t?ie places 
he should look for them, since advertising has become an integ-
ral part of our lives. 
Of la.te magazine- advertising has picked up magnanimously. 
We are daily exposed to advertisements through magazines in va-
rious amounts. Different people have different attitudes and 
beliefs towards advertising. They view the effectiveness of ad-
vertising in different magnitudes. 
The basic aim of this study is to gain an insight into the 
amount of exposure of people to advertising, the various kind 
of feelings that people have for advertising, the amount of 
synchronisation that advertising has, how effective is adver-
tising and v/hether the advertising has any influence on people's 
attitude tov/ards the product. 
In the first chapter of the introc.uction, three important 
aspects of advertising are discussed. //hat advertising is? 
then a word or two on magazine advertising, lastly we deal with 
the social and economic effects of advertising. 
Ghapter-2 is on survey design. Here the main objectives 
of tiie study are discussed including the sample size and the 
sample plan. Then the research methodology is discussed and hypo-
thesis formulated. 
Chapter-3 deals with the analysis of data obtained. 
In the Ghapter-4 the findings are discussed and conclusions 
arrived at, with the reconsideration of hypothesis. 
CHAPTER I 
T R O D U C T I 0 N 
M>V£RTISIN'G him MARKETING 
Of all businesstactivities probably noneis better known, 
more widely discussed or more highly criticised by the public 
than advertising. 
In this chapter the various aspects of advertising are 
dealt with: the advertising as a tool of marketing, advertising: 
its development (history) through the passage of time. Special 
reference is given to the history of magazine advertising. Lastly 
various kinds of criticism levelled towards advertising are dis-
cussed here: both the social and economic factors, in the society 
in order to highlight its (advertising) role. 
Advertising as a tool in the marketing mix; 
Who could have concieved decades ago? that advertising 
would be possible, through its processes with the additional ad-
vantage of reaching home, offices etc. Today it is reality, with 
the possibility of more breathtaking developments to follows The 
development of new markets always follows from the indueferial im-
pact of large scale economies. The concept of 'economies o£ scale' 
and its impact on consumerism is yet to be realized. Advertising 
is the input in this development process. 
For the advertiser's world, the entire contribution which 
is now being made by audio-visuals, including T.V, and Radio have 
been possible without the advanced development in electronics. 
For the advertising world the question is not what media to use*k 
(print, audio-visual, indoor, oxitdoor) but ho\-j to bring about 
satisfaction to its maximui'n extent, to the user and consumer 
so that our economic development process continues to maintain 
the pace it has already cichieved. The larger the production— 
more is the choice. 
The generation gap in living and thinking has shrunk to 
a decade gap. It is in this context that advertising has the 
special role to play. It is rightly said that advertising is 
an integral part of marketing. The changing pattern of society 
needs, has an impact on consumer behaviour. Rural folk today 
are getting accustomed to amenities, goods and services which 
were unknov;n to them too decades ago. You advertise and the 
villagers develop and urge to acquire it. Rural folk provide 
new vistas and also act as consumers. Urban folks use agricul-
tural raw materials and convert them to the man's well being and 
betterment - the interdependence is total. Yet we are not solve 
the elementary riddle of what comes first? the Chifefeen or the 
Egg. 
While advertising as an input is indispensable to growth, 
we have to delve deep to decide that the mode, mathod and expen-
diture on advertising is socially useful. In the ultimate analy-
sis it is the optimxim use of resources which' is the prime goal. 
Advertising has a large voice, it would be foolish indeed to 
expect advertising to overcome business difficulties by itself. 
Advertising is a tool of selling^ and selling is a functmon of 
marketing. The advertising is of considerablfs importance to 
the economy. 
Although advertising is considered by many to be an acti~ 
vity of recent origin, examples of bizness advertising albiet 
in primitive form, dating from early Roman times have been 
discovered. Since that time advertisinghahas increased in qua-
lity and quantity to an extent that it constitutes an integral 
part of our business practices in our society. Because of this 
the nature and purpose of modern advertising is understood most 
easily by relating its rise in importance to the development of 
mass markets and adoption of the marketing concept by businessman. 
Eg, the role played by advertising in the Ford operations was 
fairly typical of the role played by advertising in helping to 
develop innumerable other markets. However it is only two decades 
ago that the task of adveirtising changed to an appreciable extent. 
To a reasonable extent, the success of 'Walkman tape-recorder' 
the Japanese Tape-recorder, can be attributed to advertising. 
It sounds unbelievable but the fever which created the Walkman 
world was started with a modest advertising campaign of $ 25,000, 
and strangely enough it was the advertising duiri publicity which 
caused the world wide Walkman craze, and now as the Walkman began 
to conquer the world, hundreds of publications started to write 
about the new fever. Its name becoming in consequence almost a 
generic term rather than a brand name. 
Prom the above discussion it is proved beyond doubfi that 
advertising is an effective tool of marketing, so much so that 
it forms and integral part of the whole marketing system. 
To conclude advertising is a spur to better compettition 
and lower prices and is the consumer's major ally in ensuring 
competitive pricing and the breakup of inefficient monopolies. 
It is also:; a spur to better products and puts forward specific 
claims with greater force to the consumer, which creates immense 
pressure on the supplier, to ensure the(t these claims are true. 
History of" Advertising 
we take advertising for granted that is it is as it is. 
No, advertising has history, it can be traced back to Roman 
times. Incredible lex Yes but the kind of advertising we have 
today is the fruit of decades of progress. Since it is, so 
much a part of our present social scene, we think of advertising 
primarily as a modern development. Actuall-y commercial adver-
tising dates back to hundreds of years, although it is largely 
within this, that it has become so important in the economic 
scheme of things. Svea so, earlier advertising wzs an important 
tool in its own time and its use v/as confined primarily by the 
limited economic development & advertising media of the past. 
Here again the b.istory of print media is highlighted since 
the project itself is within the parameters of print media. 
When we look back at the earjy advertisement?, we find 
them amusing and naive and rather archaic, but then if we looS 
again we would find to our surprise that many of our 'modern' 
concepts are not modern at all, but are 'old ideas in new dress'. 
Certainly the purpose of advertising has not changed. The lang-
uage has changed, new media have appeared, scientific research 
and planning of advertisements have rightly been developed, but 
advertising is still used for the dissemination of information 
and for persuasion through commercial messages in visual and oral 
form. 
By looking back at the history of advertising, we not 
only learn about the past but can better understand the pre-
sent. As advertising has evolved new ideas of yesterday, which 
have become susx accepted axioms of today. 
Institutions appear when a need for them is recognised. 
No mysterious process of self generation«spews fomrth an insti-
tution unless a variety of external forces are present to nourish 
its development. On the other hand institutions are not assured 
of immortality. To survive, and institution should be dynamic 
and adapt to changing conditions. Similarly like any other insti-
tution advertising has emerged as a pivotal institution in the 
business. 
Advertising in ancient and medevial times was crude and 
there v/ere three forms of advertising used viz, 
(a) Trade Marks:- Pride in workmanship led the craftsman to put 
their own individual marks on items like pottery. 
(b) Signs;- Some traders like phoenicans, painted commercial 
messages on prominent rocks along trade lanes. These messages 
extolled the wares that were for trade and were forerunners of 
modem outdoor advertisement. 
(c) Town;Criers:- In Greece during its golden age, men were paid 
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to circulate through the streets of cities, advising the citizens 
of inroortant news and announcing public events. 
Then came the printed form of advertising. It was in 
1473 that the first English advertisement appeared and gradually 
till the mid 17th century newspaper advertising had picked up. 
The turning point came at approximately to the middle of 
19th century, i.e., the advertising approached into its modern 
steppings. 
Then came the industrial revolution in England, the civil 
war of U.S.A., all gave boost to advertising. The need for commu-
nication, the need for transportation, the need for education, 
all contributed to the rapid growth of advertisement. 
There was a rapid growth of Newspapers and Magazines. Pub-
lishers recognising that advertising revenues could replace subs-
cribers income, lowered prices on their magazines and aggresively 
promoted advertisffing sales to fill the revenue gap. This v/as 
followed by the advent of Radio and Television. 
The changes that have come in advertising techniques and 
methods are far too many to be described here. It is sufficient 
to say that the traditional print mAdia in itself has^ and conti-
nues to grow dynamically. 
Printing technology has changed substantially. Thanks to 
electronics, computers, photocomposition fascimile transmission 
and new processes of reproduction have revolutionised visual pre-
sentation. The change over from.letter press printing methods 
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to gravure, offset and flexography has further accelerated, 
speed efficiencty and improved readablity. 
We talk even of v/ater based inks, thus going ahead In 
the innovation bottle of oil substitution. 
Magazine Advertising 
As mentioned earlier the project itself deals with 
magazine advertising so here a discussion is done on magazine 
advertising process. 
Magazine the second form of publication advertising offers 
the advertising advantages which are in many respect opposite 
than of newspapers. The newspaper appeals to all kinds of peo-
ple within a particular community, the magazine appeals to a 
particular kind of people in all kinds of communities. A maga-
zine advertisement continues to live and produce results for a 
week, a month or even longer. At their best magazines give the 
advertiser elegant reproduction. 
Magazines and periodicals account for approximately 80% of 
total advertising expenditure. Many of the advantages offered 
by the magazines as an advertising medium are similar to those 
of newspapers, although in many cases the magazines offer a grea-
ter facilit* for reaching small and very specific segments of 
population. In recent years there has been a dramatic gro^ vth in 
the number of special interest magazines, published and this has 
provided advertiser with an even greater scope for reaching their 
small target groups. 
The most radical change which has come, is in magazine 
0. 
p u b l i c a t i o n s . In less than^decade the s t a i d main- l ine newspapers 
have seen t h e i r thunder s t o l en by an eye a ca tching breed of 
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magazines that created an important news arena and specific 
market: for executives, for society - concious film enthusia-
stists and geographically specific readerships. Inevitably 
the advertising picture changed. Bhaskara Rao estimates that 
the share of press advertising fell over the decade from 15% 
to less than 65% as Radio and Television came into existence, 
within the press the newspapers lost out to the magazines and 
the share of later rising from 15% to 35% betvi?een 1972 to 1981. 
The growth of the magazines has also proved to be a cate-
lyst for more sophisticated advertising, specialised reader-
ship and accurate market positioning. Eg. 'Raymond Suiting' 
campaign is divided into tv/o seperate parts. One appears in the 
relatively more general purpose magazines, carrying fashion 
guide to the well dressed male; the other appears only in the 
business magazines, read largely by senior executives, and is 
more understated and classy, relying on a more romantic portrait 
to create the impression of a top class suiting. 
As advertising media, magazines may be grouped or classi-
fied in several different ways. 
^1^ Magazines grouped by page size:-
Unless an advertiser, cannot adequately present his message 
in the smaller space, page sizes are relatively unimportant 
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except to art director concerned with a visual impact of a 
particular design. 
(2) Magazines grouped by frequency;-
Another vxay of classifying raagazines is by frequency 
of publication, i.e. whether they are issued weekly, monthly, 
quarterly or annually. Monthly magazines are by far the 
largest group, followed by weeklies. For some advertisers 
those marketing a product with seasonal appeal or attempting 
to establish a new product as rapidly as possible publication 
frequency may be an important consideration. 
(3) Magazines grouped by editorial appealj-
The most important method of classifying magazines is in 
terms of appeals or the t\/pe of readership they attract. Classi-
fied by editorial appeal, magazines fall into three broad groups 
viz;-
a. Consumer magazines, 
b. Business publications, and 
c. Farm magazines 
Magazine space is generally sold at rates based on pages, 
quarter page, half page, full page, front page or back page. 
The most important sources to which media buyer turns for 
informations on magazines are of standard rate, data service and 
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on magazine itself. Private research firms who sell detailed 
information regarding concerned magazine audiences, adverti-
sing lineage and other relevant data also furnish the above 
mentioned information. In areas rfhere litracy is high, the 
print media proves very effective. 
However the main advantages offered by the magazine adver-
tising are attributable to:-
a. Generally relaxed and receptive frame of mind with which 
the people approach the reading. 
b. Magazines tend to be read more thoroughly, and 
G. Magazines tend to be kept at home for a longer time, be-
fore being thrown av/ay. 
The net result of these factors is that there are more 
chances of a particular advertisement being seen and read in 
depth. Hence the obivioug implications for the message content, 
for the advertiser has correspondingly greater scope for pro-
viding the reader with an infinitely more detailed argument than 
is possible on Radio and Television. 
The scope ^ r creative f lexiblity in magazine advertising 
is fairly high as the majority of magazines directed as consumers, 
as opposed to industrial markets offer facilities for colour^ and 
the standard of colour reproduction is generally very good. 
In addition, many magazines allow the advertiser to experiment 
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with unusual shapes and approaches to advertising in the form 
of such things as gatefolds, cutout coupons and Vo-^--= •' T" 
The rates changed by magazine owners are on average 
rather higher in absolute terms and cost is per thousand rea-
ders than those charged for an equivalent space in a national 
newspapers;. At one time the rate concessions v/ere achieved 
primarily on an individual bargaining bases but these were later 
dropped in favour of seasonal discount. 
Again the magazine/coffer the finest oppurtunity for exce-
llent graphic reproduction. Eg. food advertisements in colour 
can look realistic and very appetising and realistic. Magazines 
are prestigious media v/ho can enhance the reputation of the 
advertiser through association. 
Main disadvantages of magazine advertising can be seen to 
stem from the fairly lengthy time period between the submission 
of advertising copy and publication date, the notice of cancella-
tion that is usually required and the fact that the magazines 
are generally published either weekly or monthly, it is diffi-
cult to link advertisements to specific events. 
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Advertising - Its Criticism (Social and 
Economic Effects of Advertisement). 
Ubiquitous, brash, pervasive, materialisct, intrusive, 
dynamic, alluring, annoying, pesky indespensable. 
These adjectives are among the many, to describe advertisements: 
Advertising is a powerful 'socio — economic forced It is imp-
ortant to know how advertising as a social and economic force, 
works in a society as a whole. Here discussion is carryie^ on 
whether advertising is a need^ or not. Caution is exercise4in 
bringing out both the phases of advertising—the social and eco-
nomic picture. 
There v/as a popular saying that there was no need to adver-
tise honest goods. They advertised themselves. Unfortunately 
this has carried down the present day. 
Social Effects of Advertising - an overall Picture; 
VJhat are the reasons? Why advertising is distrusted today? 
There have been so many criticism, so often stated, that is now 
possible to give the standard list of criticism. They are:-
1. Advertising is too much v/ith us. 
2, Advertising stresses materialism and creates dissatisfac-
tion and false needs, 
3. Advertising is in poor taste. 
4, Advertising appeals to masses. 
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5. Advertising appeals to the emotions. 
6. Advertising is misleading or fraudulent. 
7. Advertising is an economic waste. 
8. Advertising can be used to take advantage of children. 
Although the social and ethical criticisms are by no 
means new to advertising/ the nature and seriousness of comp-
laints made recently increased significantly. This trend has 
in turn been supported and reinforced by the attention paid by 
successive governments to the role of advertisements, and is 
on the rise since the early to middle 60's of what is loosely . 
termed as consumerism. 
Each one of the above criticisms are discussed individually 
below, 
1, Advertising is to much with us: 
Perhaps it is true that an average man lives with the adver-
tising man's v/ork more hour a day than with his family, and is 
more familiar with advertising xsiia slogans than the proverbs in 
Bible. We are so heavily barraged by advertising that we re^en^t 
it. Like the weather it becomes a common type of conversation 
and we react to it accordingly, saying little as long as it is 
pleasant. Hov/ever the major differente betv/een weather and adver-
tising is that format is inevitable and the latter is a product 
of man. Thus the shacar volume of advertising comes as an irritant. 
5Vi€e ->^  
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this hovv'ever is a natural concomitant of a prosperous economy 
v/here the consumer has the resources for so much discretionary-
spending. 
2. Advertising stresses materialism and creates dissatis-
factions and false needs; 
The real needs of most of us were satisfied long time ago. 
About 40/^ of things we buy today are unnesaccery in terms of any 
real need. Even our wants are pretty v/ell satisfied. It has 
become a question of creating in our minds, new unrealized wants 
and needs. The crisis of today is largely a moral crisis. The 
advertiser is often found out to be the high priest of this false 
religion and to the all pervading influence of modern advertising 
as the main obsticle in the way of those v/ho guide the humanity 
in the better way of life. But in practice it is not easy to 
keep the ends of life separate from the problem of providing the 
means. Also it is v/rong to treat the means as though they were 
ends in themselves. It is not an artificial craving for a novelty 
but the quick appreciation of real utility, offering release 
from drudgery in order that human energy can be devoted to some 
thing else. 
3, Advertising is in poor taste: 
The nafked woman's body, like a national trade mark has 
become a symbol of today's commerce. Naked, semi-naked, dressing 
and undressing women fill not only the films but the pages of 
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magazines advertising food, clothes, refiregators, chewing gum, 
every thing v/hich in the opinion of the businessman would be-
present the vital interests of the people. There are people 
who consider certain advertisement s in poor taste because of 
advertising technique used. They object to scare or fear copy. 
They dislike advertisements that appear to be editorial matter 
at one extreme and advertisements that aggresively shroud their 
wares at the others. They oppose advettiseraents with sexual 
overtones and for adult products that appear in magazines that 
are available to children. The various types* of programmes 
featuring sex, violence^ are not relished;sponsored on Radio and 
Television by advertisers. They view with disfavour, advertisi-
ng bill boards obliterating the view on the nation's highways 
and mail boxes. These are not views of just professional critics 
but of the general consuming public. 
It is not often that the creative people who make advertise-
ments have a chance to break the rules. Normally they are limi-
ted almost entirely, to v/orking in a world in which a mouldy 
grant can ruin a woman's life while at the same time, perfectly 
white teeth can guarantee her love and happiness; a world in 
which her husband's morning is destroyed by a weak cup of tea, 
yet his virility can be validated by the brand of beer he drinks. 
They inhabit a cosmos in which, thick bouncy hair is life's dear-
east treasure and moist underarms are a constant lurking menace; 
a territory in which best friends exist to make critical' remarks. 
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and the choice betv/een one kind of tampon* or another is the 
difference between a carefree athletic existence or being 
haunted by relentless anxiety. The advertising v/orld is a 
threatina world; a world of unending ohysical effort in which 
perfectly nice women are given life sentences in which they 
must produce immacualate floors, pristine toilet bowls and 
even impeccable laundry; a v/orld in v/hich the people v/ho de-
pend upon iron supplement to give them vitality, barely look 
old enough to vote, in vvrhich the best filled medicine cabinet 
is certain to lack that one particular preperation which will 
make pains and colds not bearable but enjoyable. 
In advertising land it is alright to use obscenity to sell 
cigarette lighters—they could'nt mean anything dirty by 'Flick 
my Bic' could they? But bra advertisements con'nt show women 
wearing bras, navels don'nt exist, and a pregnant woman may never 
seem to have a desire-for the ohysical contact with a man, not 
even with her husband. 
Keeping -che last -fe© paragraphs in mind I feel very strongly 
for advertising techniques, advertisements — for the whole ad-
vertising process because of the above reasons. For me adver-
tising would not be in such a poor taste, to aaipoint that it be-
comes condemnable. 
4. Advertising appeals to masses; 
When a scholar says that advertising is a torrent of 'men-
dacity, imbecility and bilge' he is not altogether wiPong from 
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his point of view, yet he £ails to recognise that the fault 
is largely with him and not v/ith advertising, because his 
own superior intellect makes his opinion typical. The largest 
market for sale of largest number of goods and services is the 
great mass of consumers, v/hose intellect is not at par with that 
of a scholar. Therefore advertising in its largeBD measure is 
directed towards, as far as motion pictures newspapers, magazines 
and other mass media, with which the scholar finds faults. 
HoweverkK he seldom criticizes the advertising directed towards 
him and liis colleagues. Unfortunately hi is also a consumer of 
toothpastes, automobiles, he must be a part of the marked in 
which the advertising he finds distasteful is used. 
5. Advertising appeals to emotion; 
The basic reason why so many people are against advertising, 
is emotional. All forms of advertising and sales promotion are 
trying, people to react—to do something they might not do just 
on their own. In a sense advertising must be upsetting to be 
effective and we hate to be upset. 
What is more,advertising tries to get us to spend money 
whereas most of us from our early childhood have heard that it 
is better to save than to spend. It is considered to be more 
moral. So most advertising is asking us continuously to do things 
we may feel emotionally are not quite right. 
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6. Advertising is fraudulent and misleading: 
Those v/ho create advertising ana toying with so potent 
a force in human existanfte, we take upon oursel-^es a heavy 
resiponsibility; the responsibility for encouraging and justi-
fying, rather than undermining and denying, the human wish to 
believe. We may say to ourselves that little harm is done, 
when through over statement or misstatement, we cause someone 
to part with some extra twenty five or fifty paise, for a 
product that will not do all our advertising claimed it would 
be. The only purpose of advertising is to move merchandise. 
This implication is necessaryly justified, if it can only be 
moved by falsefying its virtues and advantages. 
Advertising has many faults and the advertising men are 
the first to admit*K^ it. Nonetheless we must not condemn the 
whole for the action of the few. The vast majority of adverti-
sing will pass every test of moral and ethical judgements. 
To conclude, society places certain restrictions and de-
mands on business communityes in general and on advertising in 
particular. There is criticism regarding advertising about 
exaggeration, deception and obscenity. In other countries of 
the world there are number of significant bodies of law relating 
to the regulations of advertising. 
Off late in India also, consumers have become vigilant 
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about the^e bad aspect of advertising. In 19 82 several seminars 
and agitations have been organised to create public opinion 
against misleading and offensive advertising. Early in 1982 
the All India VJomen's Conference, Gujrat held a meeting to 
condemn all advertisements v/hich exploit women as brainless sex 
object. Several such protests have been reported in newspapers 
and these have created an unprecedented awareness among consumers. 
of their right to condemn any publicity campaign which is offen-
sive to v/omen. Recently a UN report based on the views of 28th 
governments and other organisation, say that advertisements are 
tae worst offenders in peirpetutating the image of women as sex 
symbols and inferior objects. In India, on Radio and Television 
the advertisements arc- carefully screened and listeners are re-
quested to complain about any advertisement v/hich is inadverten-
tly shown ar heard. 
In other countries there are different laws. Hov/ever, in 
India there is no regulation for print advettising. In 19 32 the 
advertising club of Bombay organised a seminar to probe the possi-
bility of working out of self regulation in advertising. Leading 
representatives of all sections of industry presented their ideas 
and evaluated the obstacles and difficulties that may come in the 
way of evolving and enforcing it. 
A committee for advertising standards authority of India 
'has been formed and has vjorked out a draft code. 
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Sconomic Effects of Advertising 
Let us knov/ focus our attention to the other criticism 
levelled against advertising that advettising is an eco-
nomic waste. 
Advertising has considerable effect on ovir economic 
systems. There are so many intangibles that are in trying to 
evaluate the economic effects of advertising, it is not feasible 
to include them in an economic theory, that accurately depicts 
the real world. 
More specifically the major economic criticisitis:-
1. Advertising is an unnecessary business cost which has the 
effect of raising prices above the levels that would be experien-
ced were advertising were abolished. 
2. Advertising can be used to increase business concentration 
and open industr|res to the abuse of monopoly. 
3. Advertising expenditure is currently at too high a level, 
and much of this excess expenditure is used to incourage unimpor-
tant product diffentiation and induce consumers to switch from 
one brand to onother \vithout providing them with sufficient ob-
jective information. 
u 
4. The modern press is dangerously dependent for its s^Ervival 
upon the revenue derived from selling space to advertisers. 
Now we present the arguments used most frequently by those 
who defend advertising from an economic viewpoint, are ;-
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1. Advertising is a means by which the demand for a product 
can be increased, thereby enabling economies of large scale 
m.anufacturing and distribution to be experienced; the savings 
are then passed on. to the consumers in the form of lov/er pri-
ces. 
2. Advertising adds osycViological value to the product, lead-
ing to increased consumer satisfaction. 
3. Advertising increases the variety and quality of goods 
offered and estimulates compettitibn in technical progress. 
4. Advertising subsidises the press and Television ser-vices. 
Advertising and selling efforts, in addition, to effecting 
the exchange or perhaps as the basis of effecting the exchange 
creates economic value v/hich is represented in price by maintain-
ing or increasing subjective valuation against compettition. 
There is no doubt that ineificient selling is responsible 
for much economic waste. That serious abuses have existed in 
the perfoinmance of selling functions, admit of no contradiction: 
but the socially desireable solution is the elimination of adver-
tisement and selling processes, or restriction to appoint incon-
sistent with secur«ing to society the benefit of seller's initia-
tive does not follov;. The improvement of methods which have so 
amply demonstrated constructive possibilities is reasonably to 
be preferred to experiment, v/hich relegate to the junkheap the 
experience of a century. 
CHAPTER I I 
S U R V E Y D E S I G N 
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SURVEY DESIGN 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY; 
The study is primarily aimed at finding out the attitude, 
beliefs, and reaction of people towards advertising. The 
respondents choosen for the study represent people from all stra-
tas of society who go through magazines daily and who are thereby 
exposed to advertisements. The diffsrent categories of respond-
ents are as followss-
1. Students, 
2. Teachers. 
3. Businessmen. 
4. Professionals and 
5. Housewives. 
The selection of respondents is such that the study goithers 
responses from all sigments of society and so that we have an 
overall picture of reactions of socity in general to^ -zards adver-
tising. 
Objectives of the study:-
The objectives of the study are multifold and systematically 
laid down belov^. To facilitate the reader a sample questionnaire 
is appendixed in the annexure at the end. The objectives are :-
1. Whether the respondents retain the advertisements, they 
are exposed too, are in other words does advertising effects the 
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respondents or not. 
2. ivhat is trie feelinq of .respondents towards advertising? 
Do they feel that advertising is informative, enjoyable,offen-
sive or annoying. Then if the feel either way, why do they 
feel like that. 
3. Do the respondents thinKs that there is synchronisation 
between the copyv/riter's creative effort and advertiseraents. 
If the respondents do not agree with copy's creative effort, 
then they were asked for reason. 
4. Next objective kept in min^ a was to find out v/hether the 
respondents think that the product sells on account of adver-
tising, or not. If they don'fc^ k agree v/ith the impelling charac-
terstics of advertising then c3.o theya change their attitude in 
a positive manner towards the product. 
Hypothesis of the study; 
H-l(a) People have different probability of exposure to adver-
tisements in different age groups. 
(b) There is a different probability of exposure to adver-
tisements according to sex. 
(c) There is a different probability of exposure to adver-
tisements in different profession groups. 
H-2, There is a set pattern of attitude towards the advertise-
ments amona the different segmentation variables. 
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H-3. There is a well set pattern of feeling regarding the 
synchronisation of copy's creative effort with the 
advertised oroduct among the different segmentation 
variables. 
H-4(a) The advertisements affect differentially to the different 
segmentation variables as far as the x^ i^^ chase is concerned, 
(b) The advertisement effect differentially to the different 
segmentation variables as far as the positive change of 
attitude tov/ards the advertised product is concerned. 
Sam;ple Plan; 
Here the portfolio for the conduction of the survey was 
designed. Advertisements vfere cut and selected on random basis 
from popular magazines like:-
1 . I n d i a Todjty, 
2 . C i n e B l i t z . 
3. Illustrated weekly and 
4. Sunday, • 
There was a total of fifty advertisements selected for the 
purpose of sujrvey, but the number of advertisements was brought 
down to twenty, since the respondents felt that,given responses 
for fifty advertisements would be very time consuming. So the 
number of advertisements was brought down to twenty. Each res-
pondent was asked to view each of the twenty advertisements and 
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f i l l t he s u p p l i e d q u e s t i o n n a i r e . 
Sample S i z e ; 
Initially the saraple size consisted of fifty respondence, 
but due to various difficulties only thirty three respondents 
could be interviewed. The sample of thirty three respondents 
consists of:-
1 . Housev/ives 6 
2 . Businessmen 7 
3 . S t u d e n t s 6 
4. Professional 7 and 
5. Teachers 7 
Total 33 
Each respondent filled twenty questionnaires so we have 
a total of six hundred and sixty responses. 
Samolina Techniaue: 
• * * - - ^ 
It was intended that the size of the sample should be 
33. to be selected from 1 matrooolitan city K Delhi and 1 urban 
city Aligarh, representing different geographic segments. 
Keeping in viev; different constraints such as time, money and 
resources it v/as not possible to take an acceptable level of 
sample size and to apply strictly the^technique of random 
sampling, the selection was made on the basis of convenience 
sampling. 
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Survey Procedure And Methodology: 
The survey attempts to bring and understanding of the 
attitudes and helleSs of people towards advertising. It has 
been carried out v/ith the help of <e suitable questionnaires 
which have been designed to collect information relevant for 
this study and to take the respondents into confidence. In 
order to get unbiased ansv/ers to the questions to the nearest 
possible accuracy the questions were kept very brief and 
simple and more over alterne.tives to ansv/ers were fixed, to 
narrov/ dov/n fluctuation in the responses. 
It was made clear at the outset, to the respondent in 
course of conducting the interview that tne information supplied 
by him would be treated as strictly confidential and the pur-
pose of study is purely of academic interest. This to a greater 
extent helped in getting accurate answers. 
For the purpose of study two cities Delhi and Aligarh were 
choosen. Reason behind such sort of selection is to bring 
about a com.paritive study of behavorial pattern of respondents 
residing in urban and metropolitan cities, exposed to different 
environmental conditions and also to have an overall view of 
their behaviour and preferences. 
Questionnaires were distributed on the basis of convinience 
san'rpling. The responses recieved were six hundred and sixty 
which are given in table 1, 
Table-1 
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Cities L-i Jo. Contaicted No. Responding % Responding 
Delhi 20 16 49 
Aligarh 30 17 51 
Total 50 33 66 
The questionnaires could not be distributed in equal pro-
portion in the two cities because of limited contacts on the part 
of investigator. However Aligarh being investigator's native 
place, it was convenient to destribute the forms in larger num-
ber. 
Each respondent was asked to fill 2 0 questionnaires, because 
the portfolio consisted of 20 advertisement. Every time a new 
respondent was asked to fill the questionnaires the advertisements 
were shuffled to reduce any kind of bias. 
After the questionnaires were duly completed and collected 
a post mortem of distribution prodedure revealed that some of 
the respondents were not keen in giving answers and they consi-
dered it/ as a waste of time due to lack of academic interest. 
Some of the questionnaires v/ere filled by the investigator him-
self by conducting interview and the rest were filled in by 
respondents in their own handwriting. 
The questionnaires thus recieved from various sources were 
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then compiled on the basis of ; individually questionwise 
and broadly according to:-
1. Age. 
2. Sex. 
3, Occupation and 
4, Educational qualifications. 
Then further analysis of the collected information was 
done in the light of stated objectives. 
CHAPTER I I I 
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Distribution of Respondents According to Age, 
Sex, Profession And Sduc"ational Qualifications: 
Out of thirty three respondents there were sixteen res-
pondents from Delhi and seventeen respondents from Aligarh. 
V7hen examined agewise it was found that there were two 
respondents below tv/enty yeai-s of age, twenty respondents in 
the age bracket of 21—35 years, five respondents in the age 
group of 36—50 years and six respondents in the age group of 
51—to 65 years. Ref: Table-2 
Table - 2 
Age ~ No, of Respondents % of Respondents 
Below 20 Years 2 7 
21 - 35 Years 20 60 
36 - 50 Years 5 15 
51 - 65 Years 6 18 
Table - 2 showing break of of respondents on the basis 
of age. 
Further analysis revealed that there were twenty one males 
and twelve female respondents out of a total of 3 3 respondents, 
Ref: Table-3. 
Table - 3 
Sex No. of Respondents % of Respondents 
Male 21 64 
Female 12 36 
Table-3 shov/ing break down of respondents on the basis 
of sex. 
VvThen the respondents were examined profession wise, it 
was found that out of thirty three respondents there v/ere 
six house wives, seven businesmen, six students, seven pro-
fessionals (research scholars, doctors, engineers and others^)* 
and seven teachers. Reference Table - 4. 
Table - 4 
Profession No. of Respondents % of Respondents 
Housewives 6 19 
Businesmen 7 22 
Students 6 19 
Professionals 7 22 
Teachers 7 22 
Table - 4 showing break down of respondents on the basis 
of professions. 
When analysed on the basis of educational qualifications 
it was found that there v/ere two matriculates, eighteen gra-
duates and thirteen post graduates. Ref. Table-5. 
Table - 5 
Educational Qual i f ica t ions No, of Respondents % of Resoondenrs 
Mat r icu la tes 2 7 
Graduates 18 54 
Pos t Graduates 13 39 
Table-5 showing break Qov;n of respondents on the basis 
of education. 
Exposure to Advertisements; Ref: Table - 6 
Segmentation variable # 1 (Age)i- 57% of the total respondents 
had been exposed to advertisements. Examining this age wise 
it was found that 40% of the respondents below 20 Years of age 
had been exposed to advertisements. Age bracket 21 to 35 years 
shov/s 65% exposure. Age bracket 36 to 50 years shov/s 55% ex-
posure. Lastly the age bracket 51 to 55 years shows that 49% 
respondents v/ere exposed to advertisements. 
Segmentation variable # 2 (Sexjt- In this segmentation varia-
ble (sex) it was found that out of total male respondents 55% 
males were exposed to advertisements. Out of total female 
respondents 67% were exposed to advertisements. 
Segmentation variable # 3 (Occupation/Profession):- Further 
analysis shows percentage exposure, profession-wise as followsi-
Housewives 84%, Businesmen 37%, Students 47%, Professionals 47% 
and Teachers 43%. The percentage of exposure is highest in 
housewives followed by students, professionals, teachers and 
businesmen. The poorest percentage of exposure is among aunat 
businesmen. 
Segmentation variable § 4 (Education):- It was found that 
highest degree of exposure was at graduate level 63%. This was 
closely followed by exposure at post graduate level 51% and 
lastly we have a small figure of 40% exposure at matriculate 
level. 
Table - 6 
Segmentation Category-
Age 
percentage of Exposure to Advertisements 
Seen % Not seen % 
57 43 
Below 20 Years 40 60 
From 21 to 35 Years 65 35 
From 36 to 50 Years 55 45 
From 51 to 65 Years 49 51 
Sex 59 41_ 
Male 55 45 
Female 66 34 
Occupation 56 44_ 
Housewives 84 16 
Students 7 5 ' 2 5 
Professionals 47 53 
Teachers 43 57 
Businesmen 37 63 
Education 56 44 
Matriculates 40 60 
Graduates 63 ' 3 7 
Postgraduates 51 49 
Table-6 showing the percentage of different segmentation 
variables on the basis of exposure to advertisements. 
F Feelings/Attitudes/Beliefs of Respondents 'Eowards Advertising; 
Ref: Table - 7 
Segmentation variable f 1 (Age);- The feeling of respondents 
on percentage basis is: belov/ 2 0 years 2 37o of the respondents 
feel that advertising is informative/ 75% of the respondents 
feel that advertising is enjoyable and the remaining 2% feel 
that advertising is offensive. 
Respondents in the age group of 21 to 35 years: 52% feel 
that advertising is informative, 38% feel that advertising is 
enjoyable, 9% take and offensive view of advertising and the re-
maining 1% feel annoyed. 
In the age bracket of 36 to 50 years: 53% of the respondents 
feel that advertising is informative, 34% take advertising is 
enjoyable and the remaining 13% feel that advertising is offensive, 
Coming dov-zn to the older age bracket of 51 to 65 years: 50% 
of the respondents in this age group feel that advertising is 
informative, 37% feel that advertising is enjoyable, 6% feel 
that advertising is offensive and the last 1'% take advertising as 
annoying. 
Segmentation variable # 2 (Sex):- The analysis shov/s that out 
of total male respondents, 50% feel that advertising is informa-
tive, 38% feel that advertising is enjoyable, 9% feel that adver-
tising is offensive and the last 3% feel that M. advertising is 
annoying. 
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Regarding females; 45% of females felt that advertising 
is informative, 42% felt that advertising is enjoyable, 9% 
were of the opinion that advertising is offensive and the rest 
4% felt that advertising is annoying. 
Segmentation variable # 3 (Occupation):- Now taking the feel-
ings of the respondents professionwise. 
Housewives; 
55% feel that advertising is informative, 40% feel that ad-
vertising is enjoyable, 4% feel that advertising is offensive 
and a small figure of 1% feel that advertising is annoying. 
Businesmen; 
40% felt that advertising is informative, 40% felt that ad-
vertising is enjoyable, 1?% felt that advertising is offensive 
and the remaining 3% felt that advertising is annoying. 
Professionals; 
45% were of the opinion that advertising is informative, 
40% felt that advertising is enjoyable, 9% of the opinion that 
advertising is offensive and 5% felt that advertising is annoying, 
Students; 
53% felt that advertising is informative, 41% enjoyed ad-
vertising, 5% took an offensive view of advertising and 1% felt 
that advertising is annoyina. •T-"'"^ *.^  
• • • • • ' • ' ' ^ X 
I '; • 
1^34'^ 9 
•„-z >••• 
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Teachers; 
Among teachers, 40% feel that aovertising is informative/ 
47;o feel that advertising is enjoyable, 10% felt that adver-
tising is offensive and 3% v;ere annoyed v;ith advertising. 
Segmentation variable y 4 (Education);- 27% felt that adver- • 
tising is informative, 70% took advertising as enjoyable and 
3% thought that advertising is offensive. These are the feel-
ings of matriculates. 
Graduates; 
58% of them felt that advertising is informative, 37% felt 
that advertising is enjoyable, 10% felt that advertising is 
offensive and 3% ^^ 7ere annoyed with advertising. 
Postgraduates; 
47% felt that advertising is informative, iO% felt that 
advertising is enjoyable, 17% felt that advertising is offensive 
and remaining 3% were annoyed with advertising. 
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Synchronisation of Copy-wr i t e r ' s Crea t ive 
Ef for t s with Advert isements . Ref. Table-8 
Here ana lys i s i s done to f ind whether the respondents 
agree t o , t h a t copy-wr i t e r ' s c r e a t i v e e f f o r t s are in tune 
with adver t i sements . . 
Segmentation va r i ab le # 1 (Age) : - Respondents below 20 years 
of age: 87% agree with the copy ' s c r e a t i v e e f f o r t s and 13% do 
not agree . Prom 21 to 3 5 y e a r s : 84% agree v;ith the copy ' s 
c r e a t i v e e f fo r t s and 16% do no t . From 36 toSS 50 years of age: 
64% agree with copy's c r e a t i v e e f f o r t s and 36% do not . From 
51 to 65 years of age: 78% a r^e in favour with the copy 's c r e a -
t i v e e f fo r t s and 22% disagree with copy 's c r e a t i v e e f f o r t s . 
Sex; 
Data collected when broken down on the basis of sex, 75% 
of males and 77% of females respectively agree with the copy's 
creative efforts. 25% of males and 2 3% of females don't agree 
with the copy's creative efforts. 
Profession; 
When the data was analysed on the basis of profession it 
v/as found that 90% housewives, 64% businesmen, 90% students, 64% 
professionals and 74% teachers agree that copy-writer's creative 
efforts are in tune with advertisements. 10% housewives, 36% 
businesmen, 10% students, 36% professionals and 74% teachers do 
not agree v^ ith the copy's creative efforts. 
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Table-8 showing the percentage of d i f f e r e n t segmentation 
v a r i a b l e s on the bas is of synchronisa t ion of c o p y - w r i t e r ' s 
c r e a t i v e e f fo r t s v;ith adver t i sements . 
Table-8 
Segmentation Category 
Percentage of Copy-writer's Creative 
Efforts. 
_____ No % 
Age 78 22 
Below 20 Years 87 13 
Prom 21 to 35 Years 84 16 
36 to 50 Years 64 36 
51 to 65 Years 7_§ 22 
Sex J76 ^ 24_ 
Male 75 25 
Female 77 2 3 
Occupation 76 24 
Housewives 9 0 10 
Businesmen 64 36 
Students 90 10 
Professional 64 36 
Teachers 74 26 
Education 75 25 
Matriculates 87 13 
Graduates 78 22 
Postgraduates 70 30 
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Education: 
87% matriculates, 78% graduates and 70% postgraduates 
agree with the copy-writer's ^±±M creative efforts. 
£ffectiveaess (Purchase intention) of Advertising 
Here analysis shows v/hether the product v/ould sell on 
account of advertising. 
Segmentation variable # 1 (Age):- 65% respondents below 2© years 
of age agree with the effectiveness of advertising, and 35% 
do not. Again 65% respondents in 21 to 35 years agree with tlaia 
effectiveness of advertising and 35% do not. 58% respondents 
in the 36 to 50 age group agree with the effectiveness of adver-
tising and 42% do not. A percentage of 53 in the 51 to 65 years 
age group agree with the impelling'characteratics of advertising. 
Segmentation variable # 2 (Sex):- Vlhen the data was split sex 
wise it v/as found that 60% males and 70% females respectively 
agree with the effectiveness of advertising. 40% males and 30% 
females do not agree with the effectiveness of advertising.-
Segmentation variable ff 3 (Occupation);- 80% housewives, 55% 
businesmen, 76% students, 64% professionals and 58% teachers agree 
with the effectiveness of advertising. 20% housewives, 45% 
businesmen, 2fi 24% students, 36% professionals and 42% teachers 
have no faith in the effectiveness of advertising. 
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Table-9 shov/ing the effectiveness (Purchase intention) of 
advertising in different segmentation variables. 
Table-9 
Purchase Intention 
Segmentation Variables Yes % No % 
Age 62 38 
Below 20 Years 65 35 
Prom 21 to 35 Years 65 35 
36 to 50 Years 58 42 
51 to 65 Years 53 47 
Sex 64 36 
Male 60 40 
Female 70 30 
Occupation 52 48 
Housev/ives 80 2 0 
Businesmen 55 45 
Students 76 24 
Professionals 64 ' 36 
Teachers 58 42 
Education 61 39 
Matriculates 80 20 
Graduates 68 32 
Postgraduates 66 34 
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Segmentation variable # 4 (Education);- 80% matriculates, 
68% graduates, and 66% postgraduates havex faith in the 
effectiveness of advertising. 20% matriculates, 32% graduates 
and 34% postgraduates do not believe in the effectiveness of 
advertising. 
Develooment of a Positive Attitude, of Respondents 
Towards The Product Ref.: Table-10 
Here analysis shows the percentage of respondents who do 
not agree with the impelling characterstics of advertising but 
change their attitude, in a positive way towards the product. 
Segmentation variable # 1 (Age):- 58% respondents below 20 years, 
of age, 82% respondents in 21 to 35 years of age group, 76% 
respondents in 36 to 50 years of age and 73% respondents in 51 to 
65 ye^rs of age group do not agree with the effectiveness of 
advertising but change their attitude in a positive way towards 
the product. Simultaneously 42%, 18%, 24% and 26% in the above 
age groups, neither agree with the effectiveness of advertising 
nor change their attitude in a positive way towards the product. 
Segmentation variable # 2 (Sex):- 92% males and 81% females 
change their attitudes in a positive manner towards the product. 
The rest 89'i males and 19% fefliales neither have faith in the im-
pelling characterstics of advertising nor do they change their 
attitude in a positive way towards the product. 
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Table-lO showing the percentage of different segmentation 
variables on the basis of t'neir change in attitude in a 
positive manner towards advertising. 
Table-lO 
Percentage of Change in Attitude 
r, 4. ^ • -.4. ^ ^ , in a oositive v;ay tov-j-ards t'ne product Segmentation Category — • ^ •*• 
Yes % ' IJo % 
Age 78 22_ 
Below 20 Years 58 42 
From 21 to 35 Years 82 18 
36 to 50 Years 76 24 
51 to 65 Years 73 27 
Sex 39 11_ 
Male 9 2 8 
Female 81 19 
Occupation 75 25_ 
Housewives 9 5 5 
Businesman 63 37 
Students 82 18 
Professionals 58 42 
Teachers 62 38 
Education 58 42 
Matriculates 70 30 
Graduates 57 43 
Postgraduates 58 42 
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Segmentation variable # 3 (Occupation):- 95% housewives 63% 
businesmen 82% students 58% professionals 62% teachers deve-
loped a positive attitude tov/ards advertising though they have 
no faith in the effectiveness of advertising. The remaining 
5% housewives, 37% businesmen, i8% students, 42% iprofessionals 
and 38% teachers neither believe in the effectiveness of ad-
vertising and nor do they change their attitude in a positive 
manner towards the product. 
Segmentation variable # 4 (Education):- 70% matriculates, 57% 
graduates and 58% postgraduates shov/ a positive attitude change 
towards the product. The remaining 30% matriculates, 43% gra-
duates 42% postgraducates do not chgnge the attitude favourably 
towards the product. 
N.B.: The percentages of respondents here, v/hich are spli,t into 
"Yes %•• and "No %" are calculated from the "No %" column of 
Table-9. 
CHAPTER IV 
F I N D I N G S 
#d7 
Findings And Reconsideration of Hypothesis 
Among the td)tal respondents that were from Delhi and Aligarh, 
1% were in the age group of 20 years and less, 60% in the age 
gropip of 21 to 35 years, 15% in the age group of 36 to 50 years 
and 18% in the age group of 51 to 65 years. Majority of res-
pondents are in 21 to 35 years age groups (60%). 
Out of the total respondents there were 64% male and 36% fe-
males. 
Occupationally the respondents represent each occupational 
category as housev/ives 18%, businesmen 21%, students 13%, profess-
ionals and teachers representing their categorizes 21% each res-
pectively. 
As regards the educational level of respondents, there were 
7% matriculates, 54% graduates and 39% postgraduates. 
According to the percentage of exposure to advertisements 
come v/e see that a majority of respondents in each segmentation 
category/" are exposed to advertisements daily (57% exposure). 
However v;hen considering the exposure percentage among different 
age groups, the respondents who are in the age group of 21 to 35 
years are comparetively exposed more (65%), follov/ed by 36 to 50 
age group with a 55% exposure rate and then comes tbe 51 to 65 
years age group with 49% exposure. Lastly the youngest, respon-
dents in below 2 0 years age group have 40% exposure. 
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Hence it is observed that young people (21 to 35 years) 
are exposed more to advertising and in this age group comes 
an important segments i.e. the occupation segment. We have 
housewives^ businesmen, teacherS/ students, doctors, engineers, 
managers and research scholors in this segment. Hence adver-
tising reaches- the v/hole society and that is the aim itself. 
Communication regarding product information to consumers is 
the motto of advertising. It therefore, is appoint in tVie very 
favour of tha "Need of Advertising". 
Again on the basis of sex there is a different percentage 
of exposure. Females are exposed more to advertising 66% as 
compared to -^ males 55%. 
Professionwise also tnere is a varied pattern of exposure. 
Maximum exposure is seen in housewives 84% (Females). Students 
have a 75% exposure rate followed by professionals 47%, teachers 
with a 43% exposure and suirprisingly businesmen who themselves 
advertise their product are exposed manimum (37%) as compared to 
people in other professions. 
Important point to be noted here in- this segmentation vari-
able (Occupation) is that housex'^ives are the people v/ho do the 
M maximum buying or make maximum buying decisions are exposed 
maximum to advertising so that we can co-relate advertising and 
buying/selling (Marketing). Strangely enough businesmen who are 
the advertisers do not pay much heed to advertising of other's 
products. 
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We nov/ have the percentage responses in terms of feelings 
tov/ards advertising. It is observed from the data collected 
that less mature respondents (below 20 years) have more enjoy-
able appeal for advertising (75%). Another 12'?o respondents 
of the above age group feel that advertising is informative, 
and surprisingly though small in terms of maturity and age, a 
3% of them are offended by the kind of advertising they are ex-
posed too. 
Age group of 21 to 35 years has again a different set of 
responses, 52% feel that advertising is a informative, 33% feel 
that advertising is enjoyable, 8% feel that advertising is offen-
sive and 2% take a more stricter view of advertising i.e. they 
feel annoyed. It is clear in this age group that a major part of 
advertising is informative and enjoyable v/hich would serve a 
marketeers purpose but due emphasis should be given to improve 
the quality of advertising.in terms of more decent presentation 
and synchronisation of the product with the presentation of ad-
vertisement. 
Similar responses are encountered in 36 to 50 years age 
group. 53% feel that advertising is informative, 34% feel that 
advertising is enjoyable and 13% are offended. 
Coming dov/n to the oldest age group of 51 to 55 years we 
notice that 50% respondents feel that advertising is informative, 
37% find it enjoyable, 7% feel offended and 6% are annoyed. 
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As regards the Male and Female, 50% males feel that ad-
vertising is informative compare to females 36%. 38% males 
feel that advertising is enjoyable compared to 50% females 
v/ho are (blE the same view. 9% males are offended as compared 
to 8% females. Perhaps v/e have males in our society v;ho are 
more far decency then our broad-minded, liberated females of 
our heavily western influenced society. I may have touched a 
raw nerve of some of my female readers but my statement is 
based on concrete analyse data of feelings of females. 
Out of total respondents 55% housewives find advertising 
as informative, 40% enjoy advertising 4% feel offended and 1% 
are annoyed. Businesmen: 40% each find advertising as enjoyable 
and informative. 1% and 4% respectively, they find advertising 
as offensive and annoying. 45% professionals feel that adver-
tising ±&s± is informative, 40% find it enjoyable 9% take an 
offensive view and 7% are an annoyed. 
Teachers also display a mixed feeling; 40% find it infor-
mative, 47% as an enjoyable, 10% as offended and 3% annoyed. 
Educationally, 27% matriculates feel advertising is infor-
mative, a bulk of them are enjoyed (70%), 3% offended and non 
of them is annoyed. Go-relating the education level of matri-
culates with the age group of below 20 years and occupation stu-
dents the reader would notice that there is similar pattern of 
responses in the above mentioned segmentation variables as re-
rards advertising. 
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Finding here is that most of the advertisements are of 
informative nature i.e. advertising has informative appeal. 
Advertising is enjoyable in the sense taat people find the 
advertisements beautiful because of various colour combi-
nations, models used etc. Unfortunately people take an offen-
sive viev/ of advertising. Some times some advertisements are 
vulgar and obscene, in trieir opinion. This aspect of adverti-
sing is seen/observed in people in various age groups, in males 
and females, in various occupational groups and at various edu-
cational levels. People feel that there is unnecessary usage 
of female models and that they are displayed in various stages 
of undress or in revealing postures. For instance the adver-
tisements of "Regent Giggerettes" shows a semi nude female model 
in a compromising position v/ith a male model. Perhaps there is 
antagonism on the language (Caption) of advertisements used also. 
For example "Flick my Bic" is the caption of a ciggerette lighter 
is cumbersome, and people read it with distaste. 
Another charge against advertising is of its annoying nature. 
The general complaint against advertisements is that the product 
advertised is not in relevance v/ith the presentation. 
However there are different feeling in different segmentation 
variables. It is the quality of advertisements that is discussed 
here. Majority of responses reveal that our magazine advertising 
is informative and enjoyable, that is the basic aim of adver-
tising, to provide information in the advertisement and present 
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it in a beautiful manner so that it becomes enjoyable. Yet 
the offensive and annoying aspect or advertising has to be 
done away with. 
Thirdly there are respondents in raajoxity who vouch for 
the synchronisation of copy-writer's creative efforts and some/ 
in negligible numbers do not. 
Among different age groups maximum responses are in fa-
vour of copy-writer's creative efforts. In trie age group, 
segmentation variable 80,.o and more responses find favour with 
the copy-writer's creative efforts. If we refer back to the 
percentages v;e find taat 85% respondents in 21 to 35 years age 
group, 87/0 I'espondents in the below 20 years age group, 54% 
respondents in 35 to 50 years age group and SS/i respondents in 
51 to 65 years age groups say that the advertisements are in 
tune with the models. 
There is very slight percentage difference, in this regard, 
among males and females. 75% males and 77% females agree with 
the copy's creative efforts, thereby establishing the fact that 
present day magazine advertising to a greater extent is very 
much synchronised. 
At various occupational categories we have the follov/ing 
figures in favour of copy's creative efforts: 
Housewives 9 0%, Students 9 0%, Teachers 73%, Professionals 69% and 
Businesmen 64%. 
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Almost a unanimous decision in all professional categories. 
At various educational levels also, v/e find that res-
pondents strongly feel that we have a reasonable extent of 
synchronisation in advertising. At matriculation level the 
response is ol%, at graduation level tne response is 78% and 
at postgraduatffion level the response is 70%, al in favour of 
copy's creative efforts. 
We have been constantly talking about advertising, the 
amount of advertisement exposure, and feeling of respondents, 
tov/ards advertising, the opinion of respondents about the syn-
chronisation, factor in advertising. Next point of conclusion 
drawn is on the effectiveness of advertising. We have a pic-
ture of the resoonses on, whether the product v/ould sell on 
account of advertising or not. Fortunately the responses so 
obtained are in favour of advertising effectiveness. We are 
bound to accept that advertising has impelling characterstics. 
At different age levels that is from below 20 years to 
65 years people believe and their responses show that they stro-
ngly feel about advertising effectiveness. Specially in the age 
bracket of 36 to 50 years and 51 to 65 years, there are over-
whelming responses in favour. These two age brackets form a very 
important target segment from advertising point of view. These 
age brackets comprise teachers, doctors, engineers, businesmen etc. 
So advertising must be reasonably effective. 
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Again 50% male respondents and 70% female respondents say 
that the product v/ould sell on account of advertising. Here 
also v/e notice that it is the female segment that speaks for 
the crediblity of advertising effectiveness. 
Similarly in different professions, npto 9 6% respondents 
believe in the impelling characterstics/ except the businesmen 
though in fovour, display only 55'/i faith in advertising effect-
iveness. As noticed earlier it is the business class that is 
hesitant about giving favourable responses in favour of adver-
tising. 
The responses so obtained provider concrete base for estab-
lishing the fact that advertising is an effective tool of selling, 
Lastly v/e hovG p picture of respondents v/ho did not agree with 
the effectiveness of advertising, but then they did change their 
attitude in a positive manner towards the product. Respondents 
in- majority have been observed, to change their attitude in a 
positive manner towards tlie product, even if they did not have 
faith in the effectiveness of advertising. 
Respondents in different age groups have been observed to 
make a change in their attitude, in a healthy manner tov/ards frB 
products. We have as much as 32% respondents developing a better 
attitude 77% respondents and 74% respondents, all in the afore-
mentioned age groups show a positive change in their attitude. 
Even if the product for ones does not sell on account of 
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advertising, but the consumer v/ould develop a positive mental 
thinking towards the product. So that next time he goes and 
buys a product/ he automatically remember it from the adver-
tising. This is again where v;e prove that advertising is a 
vital tool in the process of marketing. 
Out of total male and female respondents who do not agree 
with the effectiveness of advertising, 9 2% males and 82% females 
change their attitude in a positive manner tov/ar^s the product. 
Similarly in the other two segmentation variables of pro-
fession and occupation/ a major number of respondents have been 
observed to change their attitude in a healthy man towards the 
product. 
In viev7 of the above findings, one can visualise the impor-
tance of advertising in marketing. Secondly we find that maga-
zine advertising in India has by and large extensively. People 
are daily expose to advertisements in reasonable amount and they 
find advertising as informative and enjoyable, also offensive 
and annoying at times. We feave quitea a effective advertising 
i.e. it has impelling characterstics and more over the attitudes 
of people have been found, to change in a healthy manner on acc-
ount of advertising. 
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Hvoothesis Reconsidered 
H-1 The study shows that oeople have different probability 
(a) 
of exposure to advertisements in different age groups. 
Thus the hypothesis H-1 (a) holds good. 
(b) ' It has been found that there -is a different probability 
of exposure to advertisements according to sex. Thus 
hypothesis H-l(b) stands correct. 
(c) Again th^ study shows that there is a different probability 
of exposure to advertisements in different age groups. 
So hypothesis H-l(c) also holds good. 
H-2 The study reveals that there is a set pattern of attitudes 
tox'/ards the advertisements among the different segmentation 
variables. Hence the hypothesis H-2 is proved, 
H-3 It has been found out through the study that there is a 
well set pattern of feelings regarding the synchronisation 
of copy's creative efforts with the advertised products 
among different segmentation variables. Again the hypo-, 
thesis H-3 stands tested and proved. 
H-4 V/e see from the study that the advertisements affect differ-
(a) 
entially to the different segmentation variables as far as 
the purchase is concerned. Therefore the hypothesis H-4(a) 
holds good. 
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(b) Prom the study v/e see that the advertising affects 
differentially to the different segmentation variables 
as far as the positive change of attitude towards the 
advertise product is concerned. Hence the hypothesis 
H-4(b) stands good, tested and proved. 
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Conclusion 
The Inferences drawn from the obtained information, 
could be of immense help to an advertiser in planning his 
advertising strategy. 
Thousands of people are exposed to advertisements daily 
through magazines, at all levels of age, males females, doctors 
engineers, housewives, all of them comprise the exposure por-
trait so much so that vie have come to acceot advertising as 
part of our lives. 
There is a mixed reaction for advertising by different 
people. They view advertising as informative and consider majo-
rity of advertisements as beautiful and enjoyable. People in 
this category, v/ith these feelings form a bulk of our target 
advertising audience. But there are some people in meagre amounts 
who condemn advertising on account of it, being vulgar and obsc-
ene, but at times advertising has to include a little bit of 
vulgarity and obscenity to drive the point home. Though the 
advertiser's intention is not to make use of obscenity and vol-
garity. 
Save a little, major part of advertising is balanced in the 
sense that there is synchronisation to a high extent between the 
copy-Writer's creative efforts and the advertise product. 
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One arrives at. a very imoortant conclusion/through this 
study which shows that the advertisements have impellig charac-
terstics i.e. the advertisen'snts effect the purchase intention 
of the oeoole. 
There are some people v/ho do not believe that advertising 
is so effective that it influences the purchase intention/ but 
at the next instance the advertising changes their attitude 
tov/ards the product in a healthy manner. 
Indian advertising has gone a dramatic transformation 
since its first tentative beginning. Hov^ ?ever what I feel after 
concluding this study is that there is so little advertising in 
India/ and of such as there is, very very little of it is being 
used for social iDurposes. i^ ov; gradually advertising is being 
used for social purposes e.g. it is being used as an effective 
method for propogating family planning aiong with other changing 
social values. 
AiliNiSXURE I 
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Sample Questionnaire 
Dear Sir, 
I am conducting a sur^ '^ ey in popular magazines. As you 
are aware that in these times advertising has become one of 
the most important means of marketing communication and sales 
stimulation. Even the manufacturers of industrial products 
are storing to more and more advertising in order to increase 
the sales of their products. However of latea advertising is 
being severly attacked from different quarters such as social 
thinkers, economists, politioians, etc. The criticism is 
generally directed against advertising is that, it is in bad 
taste, stale and offensive. The main purpose of survey is 
to get your honest and frank opinion about the advertisements 
given in the portfolio. You are requested to peruse these 
advertisemfents and categoriee them accordingly. 
Hope you will spare your time for the survey. 
Thanking you. 
F a i t h f u l l y yours . 
Qs. 1 Have you seen the above advert isement before in any 
magazine. 
yes( ) No ( ) 
Qs. 2 What do you feel about the advertisement. Tick any one 
of the following response categories, 
(i) Informative ( ) (ii) Enjoyable ( ) * 
(ill) Offensive ( ) (iv) Annoying ( ) 
(b) Give reason/s for the response category which you have 
ticked. 
Qs. 3(a) Do you think the model/copy's creative effort is in 
tune with the advertisement. 
Yes ( ) 
(b) If Mo, give reasons. 
wo ( ) 
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Qs. 4(a) Bo you think the people will purchase the advertised 
product on account of advertisement. 
Yes ( ) Ho ( ) 
(b) I f NO/ then v / i l l t T.ey change t h e i r a t t i t u d e i n a pos i -
t i v e way tov/ards t h e p r o d u c t . 
Yes ( ) Mo ( ) 
Qs. 5 Your age Male/Pemale 
Qs. 6 Profession 
Qs. 7 Educational qualifications Matriculates/Graduates/ post 
graduates. 
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ANNEXURE I I 
SAI'lPIxE ADVSRTISE^iErn"S 
'^s-
JtiiA&t^U}U^fAti^<vw^t^. yliake AU/re/U dcM^ 
-' '^ your hair is nature.^ , 
d yuur shampoo be synthetic? 
D^aturSe 
HERBAL SHAMPOOS 
*4o otter range of shan^poos in India is { 
S'-'"»'^ -'^  «-rstle „. nourishing... carir"^ • "" 
'8>s 
cQ^>1 
^ 
^ " 
WILDCHERRV . , - „ _ _ _ _ „ „ , ^ -^_ . _ 
FOR NORMAL BLOSSOM FOR fOR I>RY HAIR FOR DANDRUFF UNDERNfRJRISHED 
HAIR OILY HAIR 
Strengthens Lift 
hair roots and gr( 
ature woman 
luct of Ranbaxy 
/sbe*^ 
casts the spell 
m 
•' * 
' . - ' " ' ^ 
There are times when 
words are not enough. 
That's when you need 
Kiss and Tell Lipsticks 
and Facia! Make-up. 
Pick from a wide array 
of luscious, unique 
lipsticks and exclusive 
facial make-up shades 
to match and heighten 
your skin-tone. 
Wear them...and 
feel the,$pel|,^|jn 
ki 
1 ^ ^ - - ' 
-o : 
^ 
^ Lipsticks 
' 1MM' mu 
A hit with their fit! 
Now discover the liglibs experience 
WILLS 
LIGHTS 
It's got the taste 
Wills Lights. The finest of tobaccos 
blended into clean, clear, full-bodied 
taste. Discover lights taste today. 
Wills Excellence... in lights 
Maximum price 
Rs. 7 for 20 
Local taxes extra 
REFINING YOUR HOMING INSTINCT 
INTERIORS BY K A M D A R 
KAMDAR PVT. LTD ^ INDUSTRIAL ASSURANCE BLDG., CHURCHGATE, BOMBAY-400020.TEL^220iV64/2204% 
r ^ ^ ^ 
For men of adventure 
^ice 
Bracing...exhilarating... 
blood racing 
The Old Spice range: 
After-shave Lotion*, 
Cologne* Lather* and 
Brushless Shaving Cream, 
Body Talc*, Hair Cream 
and Brilliantine. 
*ALSO IN THE LIME RANGE. 
'ice 
the mark of a man 
Mfd. by: Colfax Laboratories (India) Pvt Ltd. 
Quality products from Menezes-Shulton 
fiflHiiitt 
OPPER AND SONG 
s. 
•S^ 
Drape over your body 
something soft and sparkling, 
then strolce your tips and 
your toes with the silky 
luxury of our new 
copper shades...and 
wilderness is paradise enow! 
At all leading stores. Also 
available: Lanolin-enriched 
nail lustre remover. 
Make-up for nails^  
L 
nice and slim 
• ^ 
. s^ >s/ 
The new-look 
Pond's 
Vanishing Cream. 
A slim-look outside doesn't mean less 
cream inside. The jars come in 
70-gm, 40-gm, and 20-gm sizes. (Each 
in its own trim carton.) 
What's more, the jars are unbreakable 
and light. 
Something, however, remains 
unchanged: the special promise of 
Pond's Vanishing Cream —to make 
your skin soft and smooth, flawless 
and fresh... 
* Available in select markets only 
P Q ^ 
PONDS 
I'ONI '"^  
PONt)S 
HTM-PIL-2474 
\bu'll love the new-look 
Pond's Vanishing Cream. 
| L 
W) 
The height of luxury at your ieet 
3jm 
injq 
suq 
diU! 
>!un 
aijius o) 
pjo^je ueo noA os qieei jnoA 
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